
Gower Champion and the Glorious American
Musical: Exploring His Revolutionary
Approach to Broadway
Gower Champion, renowned American choreographer and director, played
a pivotal role in shaping the landscape of the Broadway musical during the
mid-20th century. His innovative approach to choreography, seamlessly
blending athleticism and grace, coupled with his exceptional directorial
skills, revolutionized the genre and captivated audiences worldwide.

Early Life and Career Beginnings

Gower Champion was born on June 22, 1919, in Geneva, Illinois. His
interest in dance ignited at a young age, and he began taking ballet and tap
lessons as a child. After graduating from high school, he moved to New
York City to pursue a career in dance.
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In 1942, Champion made his Broadway debut as a dancer in the musical
"Something for the Boys." He quickly gained recognition for his exceptional
talent and was soon cast as a choreographer for the show "By the Beautiful
Sea" (1944).

Revolutionizing Musical Choreography

Champion's choreography stood out from the conventional dance styles
prevalent on Broadway at the time. He emphasized movement that was
both athletic and expressive, creating dynamic and visually stunning
routines. Through his innovative use of lifts, partnering, and intricate
footwork, he transformed dance into an integral part of the storytelling
process.

He also broke away from the traditional chorus line, introducing smaller
dance ensembles and incorporating elements from ballet, jazz, and modern
dance into his work. This diversity and originality became a signature of his
style, setting him apart from his contemporaries.

Notable Broadway Collaborations

Gower Champion collaborated with some of the most prominent figures in
Broadway history, including composer Jerry Herman, lyricist Michael
Stewart, and director Bob Fosse. Together, they created some of the most
iconic and beloved musicals of all time.

West Side Story (1957): Champion choreographed the iconic dance
sequences for this groundbreaking musical, which combined elements
of ballet, modern dance, and jazz. He also won a Tony Award for his
choreography.



Hello, Dolly! (1964): Champion's choreography for this beloved
musical was a masterpiece of comic timing and intricate dance
routines. The show won a record-breaking 10 Tony Awards, including
one for Champion's choreography.

Carnival! (1961): This whimsical musical featured some of
Champion's most daring and acrobatic choreography, including a
breathtaking trapeze sequence.

The Unsinkable Molly Brown (1960): Champion's choreography for
this musical comedy brought the rugged spirit of the Wild West to
Broadway through energetic dance numbers featuring trick roping and
square dancing.

Directing: A New Chapter

In the late 1960s, Champion expanded his horizons by transitioning to
directing. He brought his signature style and attention to detail to a wide
range of productions, including musicals, plays, and television specials.

Notable directorial works include:

The Happy Time (1968): A musical adaptation of a French farce.

The Goodbye Girl (1977): A Tony Award-winning play adapted from a
screenplay.

Lorelei (1974): A musical comedy based on the character from
Gentlemen Prefer Blondes.

Legacy and Impact



Gower Champion's contributions to the American musical are
immeasurable. His revolutionary approach to choreography and direction
left an enduring mark on the genre, influencing generations of performers
and creators.

Champion's work continues to inspire and entertain audiences worldwide.
His legacy lives on in the countless Broadway productions that draw upon
his innovative techniques and the countless dancers who strive to embody
his spirit of athleticism and grace.

Gower Champion was a visionary artist who transformed the American
musical into a vibrant and dynamic art form. His innovative choreography,
exceptional directorial skills, and unwavering passion for theater left a
lasting impact on Broadway and beyond. He will forever be remembered as
one of the greatest figures in the history of the musical theater.
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The Gathering Pacific Storm: An Epic Struggle
Between Japan and the United States
The Gathering Pacific Storm is a 1991 book by author Winston Churchill.
The book tells the story of the lead-up to World War II in the Pacific,
and...

How CIA-Contra Gangs and NGOs
Manufacture, Mislabel, and Market Mass Murder
In the annals of covert operations, the CIA's involvement with the Contra
rebels in Nicaragua stands as one of the most egregious examples of
state-sponsored terrorism. The...
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